Graph drawing and layout algorithms gain growing interest and importance for the visualization of complex data structures. But, despite many algorithms and concepts, there is no satisfactory solution to the central problem on the criteria for good and readable layouts. We approach this problem and evaluate layout algorithms by comparing their e ect on a large set of sample graphs. In each run we compute statistical data which is collected and evaluated. Our experiments show that traditional layout criteria, such as minimal area or maximal edge length or straight line edges, are not as important as they may appear. Balance is often better than optimization, and displaying the intended and inherited structure of a graph is often more important than these formal cost criteria.
Introduction 2 GraphEd
GraphEd ( 24] , 25] , 20]) is an extensible editor for graphs and graph grammars. The GraphEd system consists of the following three parts: the core system, the application interface, and the application modules. It it written in C and runs on SUN workstations.
The core system is the graph editor itself. GraphEd's object oriented user interface supports all functions that are necessary for a convenient manipulation of graphs. The fonts and shapes of nodes and styles of edges can easily be customized. As a special feature, graph grammars can be used as macro systems to generate graphs with a speci c hierarchical structure.
The application interface is based on Sgraph 23], a data structure for programming with graphs. Application modules have full access to manipulate the graphical representation of nodes and edges. They may create their own windows in the user interface. Algorithms in GraphEd are programmed with Sgraph. The application modules implement complex editor functions, graph theoretic algorithms, layout algorithms, graph grammar algorithms and application speci c extensions.
With its capabilities to create and edit graphs, GraphEd provides an e cient environment to create and test large sets of examples. Since all drawing algorithms are built into one tool, we can compare the e ect of di erent layout algorithms on a graph within the same environment.
GraphEd's graph drawing algorithms are classi ed into four categories; general graphs (Section 2.1), directed acyclic graphs (Section 2.2), planar graphs (Section 2.3) and graphs with a speci c structure (Section 2.4). This agrees with the classi cation schema in 7] , where the reader may nd further motivation, criteria and references to other algorithms.
We have chosen and implemented a particular subset of the known algorithms in order to experiment with at least one algorithm from each major class of graph drawing algorithms, and to perform the comparison on algorithms that are signi cantly di erent from each other. This shall help in focussing on the essentials.
Algorithms for general graphs
Our Force Directed Algorithms (FD-K, FD-FR) are based on the algorithms by Kamada and Kawai 28] and by Fruchterman and Reingold 18] , which are based on the original algorithm by Eades 11] . Such algorithms impose certain forces upon the nodes of a graph. A heuristic is used to bring them into equilibrium. They produce very good layouts for most graphs, and display isomorphic and symmetric substructures. A major drawback is the high runtime (for a classi cation of runtimes, see Section 4). In our implementation, the FD-K approach produces smoother drawings than the FD-FR approach, but it has a noticeably higher runtime.
Algorithms for directed acyclic graphs
Directed Acyclic Graph Drawing (DAG) is based on algorithms by Sugiyama, Tagawa and Toda 34] and Eades and Sugiyama 13] . This algorithm provides a good base to draw directed acyclic graphs according to their topological sorting. They can also be be applied to general graphs, by temporarily reversing some edges to break up cycles as described in 13]. Our implementation of the algorithm runs at medium speed.
Algorithms for planar graphs
Planarity is a typical characteristic for graph drawing. There are several algorithms around which draw planar graphs with a planar embedding. For example, standard planarity tests (see e.g. 14]) can be modi ed to produce a planar embedding, which is a cyclic ordering of the edges around each node. This ordering does not directly de ne coordinates, but determines a general frame for the layout of a graph. For the drawing algorithm itself, it remains to bring this frame into a nice form.
This has been realized by the following four algorithms:
Planar Orthogonal Grid Drawing with Bends Minimization (POGB) is based on an algorithm by Tamassia 35] . All nodes are placed on a grid, and edges are polylines with only horizontal and vertical segments. The number of bends is minimized with respect to the given planar embedding. This algorithm gives our best layouts, although we must pay for it with the highest running time in this class.
Planar Grid Drawing (PG) is based on an algorithm by Woods 39] . This algorithm gives suitable results for small graphs, but the number of bends is much higher than the one obtained with the POGB algorithm. Theoretically, it has a quadratic bound on the number of bends. Also, the edges may have arbitrary slopes, which is less pleasing than in the POGB algorithm, where edges are composed of horizontal or vertical segments only. . A similar algorithm has been described by Schnyder 32] . Similar to the previous one, this algorithm tends to cluster nodes. The graph always has a triangular shape. From the subjective quality of its drawings, this algorithm is our worst, although it has the best theoretical characteristics with planar straight line drawings on a grid and quadratic area. In the literature (see 7]) there are further algorithms for planar graphs which have not been implemented in our system. This is because they are based on PG, POGB and PGS, and the drawings would not be much di erent.
Moreover, there are some approaches using algorithms for planar graphs for drawing of general graphs after an initial planarisation step ( 8] , 27], 30]). However, the in uence of the planarization step is di cult to evaluate.
Algorithms for graphs with a special structure
The above algorithms are based on the graph theoretic properties of a graph. They have no knowledge of the structure or the meaning of a graph. A human designer may provide this information, but the lack of it is often the reason for a gap in the readability of the automatic drawings and the man-made drawings. The next algorithms are tailored to graphs with a special structure, and can reduce this gap.
Tree Drawing (T) is based on an algorithm by Walker 38] , which is a generalization of the algorithm by Reingold and Tilford 31] . From the practical point of view, tree drawing seems to be the closest to a general solution. Our algorithm reproduces the tree structure in nearly the same way as the user would do it by hand.
Petri Nets (PETRI) Seisenberger 33] has implemented a Petri net drawing algorithm in GraphEd. The Petri net algorithm takes agents as input, which are term descriptions for special Petri net structures. Graph theoretically, they are similar to series parallel graphs. The drawings are nice, since they draw a Petri net in a way similar to that of a human designer. This comes from the fact that the agents provide detailed information on the structure of the nets, which is exploited for the drawing. However, not all Petri nets have such a term description.
Data Flow Graphs by Graph Grammar (GG-Df) In a case study, we have designed a graph grammar that generates data ow graphs 2]. Graph Grammar Based Algorithms (GG-H) Several variants of layout algorithms based on graph grammars have been implemented by Hickl 22] . These algorithms use a graph grammar for more information on the graph's structure. Graph grammars are natural extensions of string grammars to graphs ( 15] , 16]). They enrich the graph by a hierarchy. In our implementation, either a parser generates a derivation tree, or the user applies derivation rules interactively. On the positive side, the structure of a graph can be identi ed and re ected in the drawing if a suitable graph grammar is used. On the negative side are the parser's high runtime and the need for a suitable graph grammar. Not all graph classes can be described by a graph grammar. Tables 2 and 3 show various graphs drawn with the general and the planar drawing algorithms. We have restricted the examples to planar graphs, since nonplanar graphs can only be drawn with the FD-K, FD-FR and DAG algorithms. From our experience, drawings of nonplanar graphs have a similar appearance, except that there are more crossings. This stimulates an initial planarization step. Table 1 gives an overview of the layout algorithms which are currently implemented in GraphEd. The term k-connected means k-connected for undirected graphs and weakly k-connected for directed graphs (for graph theoretic de nitions, see e.g. 14]). Straight line, polyline and bends describe the style of the edges.
Summary
Our personal rating schema uses one to ve stars for the quality of the drawing, where '?' is the lowest and '?????' is the highest rating. It is purely based on viewing the drawings. We have incorporated judgements made by more than twenty researchers and graduate students in Computer Science at the University of Passau, who have been working frequently with GraphEd.
From our experiments, we have learned that external factors can have a large in uence on the graph. As an example, di erent planar embeddings produce di erent drawings in Figure 1 . More complex e ects are responsible for the variations in Figure 2 . In this case the quality of the drawing varies over a wide range. 
Evaluation
The publications on graph drawing generally include several examples of the presented algorithms. There are several reports on graph drawing systems in the literature. However, it is di cult to do a comparison based on that data, since most systems support only a few algorithm. As of today, there is no common basis. There is a need to measure geometric properties of the layout and collect statistical data from that. There is the need for a generally accepted benchmark. These statistics provide objective criteria. Finally, Di Battista et al. 8] provide an experimental comparison of three orthogonal graph drawing algorithms, which have been implemented using Diagram Server. Diagram Server is a system which is in its objectives comparable to GraphEd. Their approach to layout evaluation is very similar to ours. They measure formal criteria of the drawings and evaluate and rank them according to statistical data collected from their drawings.
Evaluation with GraphEd
We have tested our algorithms on more than 100 sample graphs 20], both from the literature and our own. The examples consist of unstructured graphs as well as graphs with a special structure (e.g. circles, trees, grids), and with special graph theoretic properties (directed acyclic graphs, planar graphs). We have restricted ourselves to connected graphs, since most algorithms need connected graphs as input. Moreover, we ran each algorithm on each applicable input graph.
GraphEd contains two special modules for this purpose, layout suite and layout info. The layout suite runs all applicable layout algorithms on all graphs in a directory. The layout info module collects statistical and geometric data for each speci c drawing. In detail, the following data are collected :
The number of nodes and edges in the graph. Their sum is taken as a measure for the size of the graph. The area of the drawing, as well as width and height. The density of the drawing is de ned as the area per node. The numbers of bends and crossings. The minimum, average, maximum and standard deviation for edge lengths, angles, face sizes and node distances. We also recorded the ratio of the maximum and the minimum value. The distributions of edge lengths, angles, face sizes and node distances. The runtime of the algorithm. We have collected data for all of the above algorithms except the PETRI, GG-H and GG-Df algorithms. They were excluded since they need graphs in a special input format, and thus do not t in our layout suite module.
A separate program puts the data in a readable form. It creates a fact sheet for each applicable algorithm and for each graph that consists of the drawing and the set of statistical data. Further, we create two kinds of diagrams, which we call short diagrams ( Figure 10 ) and long diagrams (Figure 11) .
In short diagrams, pairs of data are visualized that have only one value per graph. Pairs such as size versus time or size versus area fall in this category. The minimum, average and maximum pairs are placed into one diagram for a better comparison.
Long diagrams are used to visualize those data where there is a list of values for each graph, for example edge lengths or face sizes. Each graph is represented by a curve which shows the data distribution. The values are normalized into a 0 : : : 1] interval, to hide e ects that are generated by the size of the graph or the area of the drawing. To identify global trends, we overlay all curves for a particular algorithm.
The complete set of fact sheets and diagrams is available from 20].
Results
From our experiments, we came the following conclusions :
Edge Length Distributions Figure 10 shows the distribution of the edge lengths.
Each line in a diagram shows the edge length distribution of a single graph. Its edges are listed on the abscissa, sorted by size. The lengths of the edges are taken relative to the longest edge in the graph, and are plotted on the ordinate. Force directed drawings have a distribution that is di erent from all other algorithms. The curves are S-shaped which means that there are only few short edges, many medium sized edges and few long edges. All other algorithms have concave curves with many short edges and few long edges. Also, the curves of the force directed algorithms start at much higher values than the others, which means that the ratio of the longest and the shortest edge is much smaller. In particular, the PGS produces many very short edges, and several long edges. Our experiments indicate that an ideal distribution would start at a high value, has a few short, many medium and a few long edges.
The di erences between the two force directed variants is clearly visible in the diagram. The smoother one (FD-K) has a narrower distribution, which is more concentrated towards the upper left corner of the diagram.
Edge Lengths Figure 11 shows the minimum, average and maximum edge lengths of the graphs from our database. In the diagrams, a point on the abscissa corresponds to the size of a graph. Its minimum, average and maximum edge lengths are shown on the ordinate. In force directed drawings, the ratio of the longest edge and the shortest edge is much smaller than in other algorithms. Their individual di erences can also be seen in the diagrams; the minimum, average and maximum edge lengths of FD-K roughly stay at the same level for graphs of all graph sizes. This indicates a very smooth distribution of the nodes, which can also be seen in the examples. In the FD-FR algorithm, they increase with the size of the graph, which is re ected in a less smooth distribution of the nodes in the drawings. The ratio of the longest and the shortest edge roughly stays at the same level for both algorithms. In all other algorithms, the ratio of the longest and the shortest edge is much higher, and also increases rapidly with the size of the graph. This is mostly consistent with our observation that these algorithms produce a less uniform distribution of nodes and edges. The scales on the ordinates in Figure 11 provide additional information. They show that FD-K produces the shortest edges, followed by FD-FR. All other algorithms produce much longer longest edges. Due to our implementation, the shortest edges for all but the force directed algorithms are of the same length (the standard grid size).
Structure We have found many examples where displaying the structure of a graph is important. For example, force directed drawing algorithms stress symmetric and isomorphic substructures, which others do not re ect (see Figure 3, and Tables 2 and 3) .
T DAG POGB FD-K FD-FR Figure 4: A tree as drawn with various algorithms
The very tree structure is best displayed with the T algorithm ( Figure 4 ). The DAG algorithm partially re ects the graph tree structure, while the POGB algorithm does not recognize the tree structure, and thus does not perform very well. On the other hand, the force directed algorithms perform quite well on trees, since they stress the isomorphic and symmetric substructures, but at the cost of a much higher runtime and distortions in large trees. The PETRI algorithm draws its nets nicely ( Figure 5 ), whereas all other algorithms fail here. The graph grammar based algorithms know the hierarchical structure of the graph from the graph grammar. Thus, they are able to re ect this structure in the drawing. Figure 6 shows a drawing of a data ow graph generated by the GG-Df algorithm and compares it to drawings generated by the DAG and FD-FR algorithms. Clearly, only GG-Df displays the structure of the data ow. Figure 7 shows a drawing of a binary tree drawn by a graph grammar based approach (GG-H), and compares that drawing to T and DAG. Figure 8 shows series parallel graphs as drawn by GG-H, FD-FR, DAG and POGB. Again, the intrinsic structure of the drawing is displayed best by those algorithms which have the best knowledge of the structure.
Orthogonal Edges The POGB algorithm produces the best drawings for planar graphs. Figure 9 shows that this is not only due to the few bends. Additionally, horizontal and vertical edges improve the quality of the drawing a lot. The POGB algorithm produces drawings with only horizontal and vertical edge segments, and parallel edge segments are always separated by one grid unit. Thus, the edges are easier to distinguish as in the PG algorithm, which can produce arbitrary slopes and very narrow parallel edges. Visibility layouts, where the edges are drawn as straight vertical lines, and the nodes are stretched out horizontally, con rm this experience. It is interesting to see that the POGB algorithm uses a larger area and a longer longest edge. This strongly suggests that these formal criteria do not guarantee a good layout.
Grid A grid can help to produce a clean drawing, as in the POGB algorithm. But it is clearly a source of problems in the PGS algorithm. On the other hand, the force directed algorithms show that a grid is not needed for good results.
Straight Line Edges The force directed algorithms perform well with straight line edges. Obviously, we can easily follow straight line edges with our eyes. On the other hand, straight line edges can be a drawback, as seen in the PCS and PGS algorithms. We believe that straight line edges can cause trouble if the placement of nodes is further restricted by other criteria. For example, the combinations planarity, grid and straight line edges (PGS) or planarity, convex faces and straight line edges (PCS) are such problematic bundles. This means that further polishing is needed. Furthermore, the drawings generated by the POGB algorithm show that straight line edges are not always necessary for a nice layout (see Figure 9) . A few bends are easily tolerable.
Crossings From the comparison of the DAG approach with the algorithms for planar layouts in Tables 2 and 3 , it becomes evident that crossings should be avoided. Also, the force directed algorithms produce less crossings than DAG, but even those few catch the readers eye immediately.
Area Except for the PCS and PGS algorithms, the area consumption of the drawing is usually not critical in our algorithms. Users prefer small area, but other criteria seem to be more important. As already stated above, the POGB algorithm consumes more area than the PG algorithm, but most users prefer the POGB's drawings. Our experience is that a reasonable distribution of the nodes and the edges usually leads to an acceptable area consumption. Time The runtime for layout algorithms can be classi ed into ve categories: very slow, slow, medium, fast and very fast. One should note that these are only approximate descriptions as actual times heavily depend on external issues such as implementation details, operating system or cpu speed. very slow (GG-H) means that the algorithm usually runs several minutes, or even hours for graphs with size less than 100. slow (FD-K, FD-FR) means that the algorithm runs from several seconds up to minutes for graphs with size up to 100. The running time grows quickly for larger graphs. medium (POGB, DAG) means that the algorithm runs from several seconds to several tens of seconds on graphs with size up to 100. The time then increases moderately as the size of the graph grows.
GG-Df
fast (PG) means that the algorithm responds instantaneously for small graphs and takes at most a few seconds for our examples.
very fast (PCS, PGS, PETRI, GG-H) means that the algorithm runs almost instantaneously for our examples. The graph grammar drawing approaches are very fast if they are used interactively, that is one derivation step at a time. If they need to parse the graph, then they are very slow.
Optimization Generally, we observed that exact optimization is not always necessary. The POGB algorithm draws graphs with a larger area then the PG algorithm, and with a larger longest edge. Some criteria, like exact area minimization, would take too long since they are NP-complete. From our experience, a balanced layout with few extreme values is generally better than a minimized or maximized solution. For example, force directed algorithms draw planar graphs with nearly convex inner faces, but generally much nicer than the PCS algorithm. And their distribution of the edge lengths is more evenly balanced than those of the other criteria.
Ranking
From the experiments, our actual ranking of layout criteria is as follows : 1. Distribute the nodes in a uniform fashion. 2. Display the intrinsic structure of the graph. 6. Place nodes and bends on a grid. The motivation for the highest rank for the uniform distribution comes from our experiments with the algorithms FD-FR, FD-K and POGB. They pro t from a smooth distribution of nodes and edges. The latter one guarantees that parallel edges are separated by at least one grid unit, which gives the drawing a clean appearance. On the other hand, PCS and PGS produce drawings with a very uneven distribution and node clustering.
Displaying the structure is clearly the next point, as one can see in the PETRI and GG-Df algorithms. The success of FD-K and FD-FR is tightly connected with their ability to stress symmetric and isomorphic substructures.
We choose few crossings over few bends, since the PG algorithm usually performs better than the DAG algorithm on the same graph. The latter produces crossings even in planar graphs, which results in a worse layout. Grids are of least importance since they de nitivly help algorithms like POGB, DAG or T to produce a clean drawing, but algorithms like FD-FR and FD-K perform well without a grid.
Conclusion
Layout algorithms are an ongoing challenge to theoretical computer scientists and designers of user interfaces. With our GraphEd system, we are able to compare di erent algorithms, and study their advantages and disadvantages. We conclude from our experiments that traditional layout criteria and their ranking must change, and the algorithms must be revised.
Another important issue will be the development of more exible and application oriented layout algorithms. Most current algorithms (probably with the exception of the dot 19] and the Diagram Server 9] systems) do not o er much exibility. They cannot be adapted to the speci c needs of the structures that they display. Our data ow and Petri net experiments clearly show the bene t of such approaches.
Techniques such as graph grammars and declarative graph drawing ( 12] , 5]) are needed to extend the old paradigms. GraphEd's layout algorithms will be re ned in these directions. Other plans include dynamic algorithms, the application of layout algorithms to real world structures, as well as extending our statistics. 
